**SNOW REMOVAL**

**Little Bully dozer blades**

Multipurpose Little Bully dozer blades attach in place of the out-front mowing deck of any FrontMount Grasshopper zero-turn mower, providing the same time-savings for plowing snow or leveling dirt as mowing grass. They operate straight ahead or 25 degrees left or right, and can be raised or lowered with hand or foot controls. Options include hydraulic lift and angling for precision feathering.

Grasshopper Mower // GrasshopperMower.com

---

**Hydro Brush 36**

As the newest addition to the Power Brush line, the Hydro Brush is an all-season machine capable of moving snow, sand, dirt and gravel. It easily removes up to 6 in. of snow and other debris from sidewalks, driveways and decorative surfaces like patio brick or cobblestone. It also can be used to dethatch or remove gravel from lawns.

Ariens Co. // AriensCo.com

---

**Snow blower line**

Seven models of Loftness’ skid-steer snow blowers are available in 72- to 84-in. widths. They feature a universal coupler, a single motor design and an electric spout rotator. In addition, 11 rear-mount-driven tractor models are available in 60- to 108-in. widths—accommodating tractors with 540- or 1,000-rpm power takeoff (PTO) drives and 16- to 200-PTO hp.

Loftness Specialized Equipment // Loftness.com
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**Lawn Care Forum 2013**

November 13-15, 2013 ■ Reunion Resort ■ Orlando, Florida

Exclusive, Invitation-Only Event Bringing Together Lawn Care Owners and Managers with Leading Suppliers

Lawn care operators looking for an opportunity to gain supplier and educational insights, network and have fun should apply to attend. Qualified applicants will receive a complimentary travel and participation package.

Apply today at www.landscapemanagement.net/lawncare-forum!
Skid-steer snow blowers
Ranging in size from the S510 to the S590, the five new medium-sized Bobcat skid-steer loader models feature an exclusive cab-forward design, providing an increased level of visibility as well as a larger cab door opening. With widths from 36 to 84 in., the snow blower attachment is ideal for deep snow banks, hard, compacted snow or heavy snowfall.

Bobcat // Bobcat.com

Power Broom
Equipped with a Kohler 208CC Command Pro Multi Season engine, Toro’s new 36-in. Power Broom features a variable speed, shift-on-the-fly transmission with six forward and two reverse positions. Patented power steering reduces operator fatigue. Available accessories include a tire chain kit, snow cab, turf caster kit, dirt deflectors, concrete/snow bristle discs, turf bristle discs, light kit and a debris box.

Toro // Toro.com

DXT plows
Featuring a dual-trip design, the new 98- and 110-in. poly, steel and stainless steel DXT multi-position plows join the 10-ft. steel DXT model. THE BOSS full moldboard trip protects against taller obstructions (6 in. or more), such as frozen snow banks when in vee, scoop and angled positions. They use the SmartHitch 2 Attachment System.

THE BOSS Snowplow // BOSSPlow.com

CAPTURE THE POWER OF PEAK IRON + MAG
WITH WOLF TRAX DDP IRON UNIFORM COATING TECHNOLOGY

- GET DARK GREEN COLOR WITH NO SURGE GROWTH -
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**Power Pusher box plows**

Power Pusher skid-steer models are available in 8- and 10-ft. widths, while backhoe loader models are available in 10- and 12-ft. widths. Both feature 36-in.-tall moldboards and side plates. Three wheel loader models are also available in 12-, 14- and 16-ft. widths, with 48-in.-tall moldboards and side plates. All models feature adjustable and reversible rubber cutting edges and heavy-duty abrasion-resistant bolt-on wear shoes.

**Blizzard Snowplows** // BlizzardPlows.com

**MVP 3 V-plow**

The new MVP 3 blends the best features from the MVP PLUS V-plow, with added performance and durability capabilities. Its new flared blade design takes the center height on the 9.5-ft. models from 31 in. up to 39 in. at the outer edge. Blades are available in 7.5-, 8.5- and 9.5-ft. widths in either powder-coated steel or poly material.

**Western** // WesternPlows.com

**XBlade**

The new XBlade (pictured) and HD Series for skid-steer loaders feature a universal skid-steer mounting plate; the machine’s standard auxiliary hydraulics provide the power to angle the blade left or right. Available in 8- and 9-ft. widths, XBlade combines Fisher’s exclusive X-bracing with corrosion-resistant, stainless-steel moldboards and proven trip-edge design.

**Fisher** // FisherPlows.com
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**THE Most Read/Requested Issue of the Year**

“Since 2005, Landscape Management has been publishing the information-packed Business Planner. To assemble the editorial, we recruit the best industry contributors to put out a publication that will give readers practical information and new ideas with every page they turn. This year’s issue focuses on some of the most frequently-asked questions by green industry professionals and is sure to be as popular as last year’s How To edition.”

— Marisa Palmieri, editor

**To Advertise in the 2014 Business Planner**

contact:

**Bill Roddy**, Publisher, 216-706-3758, broddy@northcoastmedia.net

**Craig MacGregor**, North American Sales Mgr., 216-706-3787, cmacgregor@northcoastmedia.net

**Carla Kastanis**, National Account Mgr., 216-363-7923, ckastanis@northcoastmedia.net
DEICING EQUIPMENT

**Crossfire Spreader**
The new Crossfire is designed for 3/4- to 1-ton pickups. Available with 6- (1.5 cu. yds.) or 8-ft. (2 cu. yds.) beds, the spreader is available in a standard model or DLX model (pictured), which features an integrated pre-wet system that reduces the amount of material used by up to 30 percent. The double-walled, high-density polyethylene hopper has a five-year warranty.

*Meyer Products LLC // MeyerProducts.com*

---

**Drop Pro spreader**
SnowEx's two new tractor-mounted Drop Pro electric spreaders offer controlled application of bagged ice melters and bulk rock salt. Model SD-600 has a 6-cu.-ft. capacity with a 36-in. spread width, while Model SD-1400 has a 14-cu.-ft. capacity with a 48-in. spread width.

*SnowEx // SnowExProducts.com*

---

**Tension fabric buildings**
Legacy buildings use a durable rigid frame in place of the hollow-tube, open web truss framing traditionally used for fabric buildings. The solid structural steel beams are not vulnerable to unseen corrosion originating inside a tube. Additionally, the company says the hot dip galvanized framework provides years of low-maintenance use.

*Legacy Building Solutions // LegacyBuildingSolutions.com*

---

**T370 trucks**
As Clintar Landscape Management’s mainstay truck in its snow removal business, the Kenworth T370 in single- and tandem-axle configurations spread salt and a salt-liquid mixture in government and private sector parking lots throughout the southern Ontario and the Maritime provinces. During the spring and summer, the salt boxes are removed so the trucks can haul gravel and mulch. Some are outfitted with 1,000-gal. tanks so Clintar can use them for watering sod installations or for power washing operations.

*Kenworth Truck Co. // Kenworth.com*